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Our Coffin and Casket Collection 

 

Even though the Roberts family successfully owned the village grocery shop and Post Office,  

Hugh Owen Roberts’ talents lay elsewhere - as a craftsman. Among the many skills he acquired during his    

apprenticeship as a carpenter/joiner in the 1940’s was the ability to construct coffins and caskets. 

This became the basis which eventually evolved into the family run business we have today. 
 

Whilst we no longer manufacture our own coffins, we pride ourselves on the provision of only 

the best quality products for our clients. We have hand picked our suppliers over many years 

and have developed our range of coffins according to the needs and requests of our clients. 
 

We offer an ever-expanding variety of coffins and caskets to suit the broadest range of requirements, 

from traditional to bespoke designed themes this guide illustrates the starting points of 

options available but is by no means exhaustive - if you have any thoughts which aren’t 

represented in here please don’t hesitate to speak to us. 

 

Our trusted suppliers include: 
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Our eco-friendly cardboard coffins are suitable for either burial or cremation and constructed from compressed recycled 

cardboard. It has a manufactured board base which itself is made from recycled wood products meaning that this coffin 

uses minimal metals in its construction. They are manufactured with rope handles and furnished with simple satin 

side lining. They are available in white or natural brown as standard and we also have the ability to custom 

paint them any matt colour if desired. 

The Cardboard 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 

£260.00 
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The Tilston 

The Tilston is the simplest traditional style coffin we offer. It’s constructed from a foil veneer giving the appearance of a 

wooden texture with a rich colour resembling polished yew. Furnished as illustrated with six silver-effect bearer 

handles and six wreath holders, it is also provided with engraved name plates and a traditional satin interior. 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
£305.00 
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The Tradition 

The most traditional style coffin in our range, this real oak veneered coffin has a single beaded lid detail and double 

oak veneered mouldings accentuated by a high gloss polish. Furnished with solid oak handles, wreath holders and laser 

inscribed name plaques - This coffin is available with your choice of interior (pg. 10). 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
£305.00 
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The Traditional Range 

All of our traditional range coffins and English caskets are constructed and finished by trusted 
and ethical manufacturers in the UK. from largely recycled materials. 

Once they arrive in our workshop, they are all hand-furnished by our staff and depending to the specific 
requirements of each funeral. As a guide they will be furnished according to the following specifications: 

For Cremation: 
• Larger personalised 6” x 4” name plaque on 

head panel of coffin 
• Metallic-finish plastic handles to comply 

with Cremation Regulations. 

For Burial: 
• Cast metal handles 
• Metal corner clips to strengthen mitre joints 
• Metal lowering rings with ornamental 

backplates to assist with placement of the 
coffin into the grave. 
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Traditional Coffin Handles 

The handles shown below are available with all Traditional Range coffins and English Caskets. 

All handles shown are accompanied by matching metallic wreath holders and an engraved name plate. 

Burial Handles (Cast Metal) 

Cranoge Comet 

Cremation Handles (Compressed Plastic) 

Kingstone Plympton Hereford 
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Traditional Coffin Interiors 

Traditional Satin 
interior, with 

matching gown 
 

Shown here in lilac, 
but available in a 

wide range of  
colours 

Available with all Traditional Range coffins and 
Traditional English Caskets. 

 
We offer a large variety of luxury interior coffin 

linings made from the finest materials - Italian Cotton, 
to Harris Tweed and traditional quilted satin. 

 

Please feel free to ask what alternative colours  
and styles are available. 

Modern Italian Cotton Coffin Suites 

Harris Tweed Coffin Suites 
(Additional Cost) 
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The Prenton is a traditional style coffin made from real oak veneer with a single beaded lid detail and double 

oak veneered mouldings accentuated by a high gloss polish. Furnished with six bearer handles, wreath holders, 

inscribed name plaques and your choice of interior. 

The Prenton 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
Burial ~ £430.00   Cremation ~ £365.00 
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The Huyton 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
Burial ~ £430.00   Cremation ~ £365.00 

The Huyton is a traditional style coffin made from real elm veneer with a single beaded lid detail and double 

oak veneered mouldings accentuated by a high gloss polish. Furnished with six bearer handles, wreath holders, 

inscribed name plaques and your choice of interior. 
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The Milburn is a traditional style coffin made from real mahogany veneer with a single beaded lid detail and double 

mahogany veneered mouldings accentuated by a high gloss polish. Furnished with six bearer handles, wreath holders, 

inscribed name plaques and your choice of interior. 

The Milburn 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
Burial ~ £430.00   Cremation ~ £365.00 
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The Parkside Oak 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
Burial ~ £540.00   Cremation ~ £475.00 

The Parkside Oak is a traditional style coffin made from real oak veneer with a tiered re-enforced raised lid, beaded panel 

side and double oak veneered mouldings accentuated by a high gloss polish. Furnished with six bearer handles, 

wreath holders, inscribed name plaques and your choice of interior. 
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The Parkside Yew is a traditional style coffin made from real oak veneer with a golden yew stain, a tiered double 

raised  lid, beaded panel side and double oak veneered mouldings accentuated by a high gloss polish. Furnished with 

six bearer handles, wreath holders, inscribed name plaques and your choice of interior. 

The Parkside Yew 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
Burial ~ £540.00   Cremation ~ £475.00 
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The Parkside Mahogany 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
Burial ~ £540.00   Cremation ~ £475.00 

The Parkside Mahogany is a traditional style coffin made from real mahogany veneer with a tiered double raised lid, 

beaded panel side and double mahogany veneered mouldings accentuated by a high gloss polish. Furnished with 

six bearer handles, wreath holders, inscribed name plaques and your choice of interior. 
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The Mostyn is a traditional style coffin made from real mahogany veneer with a contrasting natural oak veneered tiered 

double raised lid, beaded panel side and double mouldings accentuated by a high gloss polish. Furnished with six 

bearer handles, wreath holders, inscribed name plaques and your choice of interior. 

The Parkside Mahogany 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
Burial ~ £540.00   Cremation ~ £475.00 
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Custom Staining 

Walnut Rosewood Golden Oak 

Most of the traditional coffins shown thus far in the brochure are illustrated with a clear lacquered 
finish however all are suitable to have artificial colour tints applied to achieve your desired finish. 

 

Please note that the images presented below are for illustrative purposes only as there 
will always be natural variation between each individual coffin. 

 

Applying artificial stains to traditional wood veneered coffins 
£60.00 
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The Nottingham 

Recommended for burial only 
£715.00 

The Nottingham is a curved ended coffin made from solid maple, butted joints and walnut mouldings are accentuated 

by a warm hand waxed polish. Furnished with extended solid maple bearer handles, belltops and your choice of interior. 

This unique coffin is presented with a printed customisable name booklet and matching keepsake heart ornaments.  
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The Tyne 

Recommended for burial only 
£715.00 

The Tyne is a curved ended coffin made from solid walnut, butted joints and walnut mouldings are accentuated 

by a warm hand waxed polish. Furnished with extended solid maple bearer handles, belltops and your choice of interior. 

This unique coffin is presented with a printed customisable name booklet and matching keepsake heart ornaments.  
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The Castle 

Suitable for burial only 
£995.00 

The Castle is a traditional coffin made from finest solid oak, with butted joints to present the timber quality, 

oak double mouldings are accentuated by a high gloss polish. Furnished with six bearer handles, 

wreath holders, inscribed metal name plaques and your choice of interior. 
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The Claughton 

Suitable for burial only 
£1295.00 

The Claughton is a traditional coffin made from finest solid oak, with butted joints to present the timber quality, 

tiered double raised lid, routed panel sides, oak double mouldings are accentuated by a high gloss polish. Furnished with 

six bearer handles, wreath holders, inscribed metal name plaques and your choice of interior. 
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The Wyatt 

Suitable for burial only 
£1295.00 

The Wyatt is a traditional coffin made from finest solid mahogany, with butted joints to present the timber quality, 

tiered double raised lid, routed panel sides, mahogany double mouldings are accentuated by a high gloss polish. 

Furnished with six bearer handles, wreath holders, inscribed metal name plaques and your choice of interior. 
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The Cheshire 

Suitable for burial only 
£1575.00 

The Cheshire is a traditional English style casket made from finest solid oak. A tiered treble raised lid, routed panel sides, 

turned oak corner pillars and oak double mouldings are accentuated by a high gloss polish. Furnished with 

either single extended or six individual bearer handles, wreath holders, inscribed metal name 

plaque and your choice of interior. 
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The Worcester 

Suitable for burial only 
£1575.00 

The Worcester is a traditional English style casket made from finest solid mahogany. A tiered treble raised lid, routed 

panel sides, turned mahogany corner pillars and mahogany double mouldings are accentuated by a high gloss polish. 

Furnished with either single extended or six individual bearer handles, wreath holders, inscribed metal 

name plaque and your choice of interior. 
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For those wishing to opt for something more colourful we offer a full range of custom painted traditional style coffins. 
The gloss paint finish can be literally any colour from a provided sample and accompanied with 

your choice of either brass or nickel furnishings. 

Custom Coloured 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
Burial ~ £490.00   Cremation ~ £425.00 
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Oak 

Mahogany 

Black 

White 

Silver 

Gold 

Red 

Green 

Yellow 

Purple 

Dark 

Blue 

Light 

Blue 

Bright 

Pink 

Mid Pink 

Pink 

Cream 

Lilac 

Orange 

Artiste Colour Palate 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
Burial ~ £935.00   Cremation ~ £865.00 

The Artiste is a traditional style coffin made from finished wood veneer coated in your choice from the colour palate with a 

tiered double raised lid, customed engraving and double veneered mouldings. Furnished with four bearer handles, wreath 

holders, inscribed name plaques and your choice of interior. Engraving can be wording or illustrations of your choosing to 

either the centre or ends of the side panels and/or to the coffins head and foot panels. 

Artiste Coffins 
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Oak 

Mahogany 

Black 

White 

Silver 

Gold 

Red 

Green 

Yellow 

Purple 

Dark 

Blue 

Light 

Blue 

Bright 

Pink 

Mid Pink 

Pink 

Cream 

Lilac 

Orange 

Artiste Colour Palate 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
Burial ~ £1245.00  Cremation ~ £1155.00 

The Artiste range of English caskets are made from finished wood veneer coated in your choice from the colour palate 

with a chamfered raised and hinged lid, customed engraving, engraved corner detailing and double veneered mouldings. 

Furnished with four bearer handles, wreath holders, inscribed name plaques and your choice of interior. Engraving can be 

wording or illustrations of your choosing to either the centre of the side panels and/or to the caskets head and foot panels. 

Artiste Caskets 
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Suitable for both burial and cremation 
Burial ~ £745.00   Cremation ~ £675.00 

Reflections are traditional shaped coffins made from wood board with custom vinyl wrapped graphics. 

Furnished with six bearer handles, wreath holders, inscribed name plaques and your choice of interior. 

Graphics can come from our vast online library or can be custom designed to your own wishes or thoughts, 

the only limit is your imagination. 

Reflections 
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Suitable for both burial and cremation 
£825.00 

Pathway coffins offer the opportunity for loved ones to collaborate in its design across each of its side, end and lid panels. 

Personalised memories are created from cushioned printed fabrics wrapped over wood panels then set in a frame which 

can be painted in any chosen colour. The lid panel can also be printed or can be a matt black or white to allow messages 

from mourners attending the service whilst the interior can if desired, be customed printed to complete the bespoke design. 

The Pathway 
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Pink 

Silver 

Blue 

Yellow 

Copper 

Red 

Green 

Black 

Gold 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
Burial ~ £825.00   Cremation ~ £775.00 

These are traditional shaped coffins made from wood board with custom glitter embossed wrapping. 

Furnished with six bearer handles, wreath holders, inscribed name plaques and your choice of interior. 

This truly unique range of coffin is available in any of the colours noted above and comes with 

your choice of furnishings and interior. 

The Glitter Range 
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Suitable for both burial and cremation 
£695.00 

This range of woollen coffins are made from natural woven wool wrapped around a compressed cardboard 

frame with a recycled wood board base. They are available in either stone grey or natural cream which can 

have its stitching in either green, lavender, pink or natural also. Name plaques are embroidered woollen 

panels, and the natural design is completed with a waxed calico lining inside.  

The Woollen Range 
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Our range of natural woven coffins are all constructed out of some of the most sustainable natural 
materials on the planet and supplied by the Somerset Willow group - a company based in the 

South of England specialising in the provision of bespoke handmade willow items, not least bespoke coffins. 
 

Whilst only their willow coffins are hand made in England, all of the products they provide 
are of the highest standard and come as standard with a waxed calico interior, 

laser engraved wooden name plaque and secure fastening toggles. 
 

All elements have been thoughtfully crafted to minimise the amount of 
man made materials used in both the coffins construction. 

Natural Woven Coffins 
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Dried banana leaf is rolled and woven before being tailored around a bamboo frame in a traditional coffin shape. 

Secure rope handles, a recycled wood board base, willow locking toggles, laser etched name plaque and waxed calico 

lining complete this blend of the natural and traditional. 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
£495.00 

(Excluding flowers) 

Natural Banana Leaf 
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Dried banana leaf is rolled and woven before being tailored around a bamboo frame in a curved ended shape. 

Secure rope handles, a recycled wood board base, willow locking toggles, laser etched name plaque and waxed calico 

lining complete this blend of the natural and traditional. 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
£495.00 

(Excluding flowers) 

Curved Banana Leaf 
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Suitable for both burial and cremation 
£495.00 

(Excluding flowers) 

Stripped bamboo is woven into sheets before being tailored around a bamboo frame in a traditional coffin 

shape highlighted with decorative willow detailing. Secure rope handles, a recycled wood board base, willow 

locking toggles, laser etched name plaque and waxed calico lining complete this blend of the natural and traditional. 

Traditional Bamboo 
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Suitable for both burial and cremation 
£495.00 

(Excluding flowers) 

Stripped bamboo is woven into sheets before being tailored around a bamboo frame in a curved ended 

shape with added decorative willow detailing. Secure rope handles, a recycled wood board base, willow 

locking toggles, laser etched name plaque and waxed calico lining complete this blend of the natural and traditional. 

Curved Bamboo 
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Suitable for both burial and cremation 
£495.00 

(Excluding flowers) 

Dried seagrass is woven amongst a willow around a fixed frame in a traditional coffin shape highlighted with 

added decorative willow detailing. Secure rope handles, a recycled wood board base, willow locking toggles, 

laser etched name plaque and waxed calico lining complete this blend of the natural and traditional. 

Traditional Seagrass 
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Suitable for both burial and cremation 
£495.00 

(Excluding flowers) 

Dried seagrass is woven amongst a willow around a fixed frame in a curved ended shape highlighted with 

added decorative willow detailing. Secure rope handles, a recycled wood board base, willow locking toggles, 

laser etched name plaque and waxed calico lining complete this blend of the natural and traditional. 

Curved Seagrass 
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Traditional Willow 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
£695.00 

(Excluding flowers) 

Shown in buff willow this coffin is hand made in the U.K. Woven then affixed to an internal soft wood fixed frame in a 

traditional coffin shape highlighted with decorative detailing. Secure turned willow handles, a recycled wood board base, 

wooden locking toggles, laser etched name plaque and waxed calico lining complete this blend of the natural and traditional. 
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Curved Willow 

Suitable for both burial and cremation 
£695.00 

(Excluding flowers) 

Shown in golden willow this coffin is hand made in the U.K. Woven then affixed to an internal soft wood fixed frame in a 

curved ended shape highlighted with decorative detailing. Secure turned willow handles, a recycled wood board base, 

wooden locking toggles, laser etched name plaque and waxed calico lining complete this blend of the natural and traditional. 
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Similar to how our traditional style coffins may be stained or painted different colours, the same is true for our willow 
coffins. As they’re all hand made in Somerset, there is the option to have different colours incorporated into the coffins as 
much or as little as you wish, this even extends to having simple designs such as a cross woven into the end of the coffin. 

Painted Willow Range 
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Passion of Christ 

Suitable for burial only 
£1595.00 

 

The Passion of Christ solid paulownia American wooden casket comes with domed, split and hinged lid and is finished in a 

high gloss walnut finish. It is furnished with fixed bar handles and panels depicting religious imagery,  

engraved metal name plaque and rosetan crepe interior. 

Also available as a steel casket. 
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Neptune Blue 

Suitable for burial only 
£1595.00 

 

The Neptune Blue 20 gauge steel American casket comes with domed, split and hinged lid, decorative corner details and is 

finished in a high gloss silver with a blue mist hue. It is furnished with contrasting fixed metal bar handles, 

engraved metal name plaque and misty rose crepe interior. 
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Harvest Oak 

Suitable for burial only 
£1695.00 

 

The Harvest solid oak American wooden casket comes with domed, split and hinged lid and is finished 

in a natural satin golden oak tone. It is furnished with extended rise and fall oak bar handles, 

engraved metal name plaque and delicate crepe interior 
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Essence White 

Suitable for burial only 
£1695.00 

 

The Essence solid alder American wooden casket comes with domed, split, hinged lid and is finished in a high gloss white fin-

ish. It is furnished with extended rise and fall wooden bar handles featuring chrome detailing, 

engraved metal name plaque and white crepe interior. 

Also available in painted silver and light blue gloss finishes. 
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Proventus 

Suitable for burial only 
£1795.00 

 

The Proventus solid paulownia American wooden casket comes with domed, split and hinged lid, decorative corner panels 

and is finished in a high gloss cherry finish. It is furnished with extended rise and fall wooden bar handles, 

engraved metal name plaque and delicate almond interior. 
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Dynasty Stone 

Suitable for burial only 
£1995.00 

 

The Dynasty 18 gauge steel American casket comes with domed, split and hinged lid, decorative corner details and is finished 

in a high gloss metallic sandstone. It is furnished with rise and fall contrasting metal bar handles, 

engraved metal name plaque and misty rosetan crepe interior. 
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